


Spherie is a flying sensor, a unique solution to 
serve the worldwide rapidly rising demand for 

the digitalization of the Reality.

Spherie captures the outdoor and indoor 
environment fullspherical as 360°Video and 
3D-scan. It is the combination of IoT, drones, 

multisensory and XR. 



360° Drone Patent

Spheries 360° key technology is IP protected. The worldwide
unique solution enables a 360°fullspherical view without any
obstacles like the drone itself in the image.

The IP is approved in the US and pending in Europe and China.

NORMAL VIEW 360° VIEW



ONE TECHNOLOGY MANY USE CASES

360°FILM & 
OVERCAPTURE

360°3D 
SCANNING

360° INSPECTION 
& NAVIGATION

360°VR
LBE EXPERIENCE

360°VR
ENTERTAINMENT



SPHERIE 42
4 Rotors 2 Cams

360°Full Spherical View 
Back2Back Drone

Landing Gear
1,8 cm thin



360° Overcapture

Bjadsjkföklsfsdajf bjadsjkföklsfsdajf
bjadsjkföklsfsdajfSpheries 360° key technology is IP 
protected. The worldwide unique solution enables a 
360°fullspherical view without any obstacles like the 
drone itself in the image.

360°
OVERCAPTURE
Spherie 42 frees the camera. 

Everything is visible in super smooth 
360°Film. No Gimbal needed. 

Leica Museum shot by Spherie



SPHERIE 86 
8 Rotors 6 Cams
9k60fps 360°Film
100MP 360°Photos
Compact 20x20cm 



360°3D SCANNING

Full spherical awareness for indoor and outdoor 
navigation and scanning.



3D-MODELS 3D-Models for data
visualisation, simulations and inspections.



INTERACTIVE 
VR EXPLORATION
REALITY CAPTURE 
RECONSTRUCTION 
EXPANSION
EXPLORATION



INDUSTRIAL 
ENVIRONMENT



The Market is immense. Every 
scenario got it spefic challenges. 
EWM would be nessceciry to
sharpen the specific advantage to
existing solution and practices.

Industry Fascilities

Pipes, tanks, tunnels, industrial
fascilities, underground mines and 
channels, warehouses and so on 
can be captured for 360°
inspection and monitoring.

The 360° view supports the
orientation and navigation
during the flight and afterwards
in the inspection documentation. 

The various verticals should be
taken with the solution suppliers
and market leaders in the
seperate fields.



Elevator Lifts, Tunnels, …

Just in Germany are around 750.000 elevators in use.

All of them need yearly maintance and ¼ of them must be
structurally renewed.
The industry is still old fashion, but wants to start digitize on 
site informaiton.

Market leader: Schindler, Otis, TK Elevator, …

Spherie Testscan Otis Elevator Spherie Testscan Otis Elevator



IMMERSIVE 
TRAVEL 
EXPERIENCE
SkyTrip combines 360° environment capturing 

and interactive VR to create the immersive feeling 

of a real sightseeing flyover. 

Without leaving the safe ground, the passenger 
experiences a deceptively real gondelflight through 
iconic places. 

The perfect virtual tourism experience.

Flight planning and 360°drone capture

360°film postproduction incl. Voiceover

Automated combination of 360°film and interactive 
3D-assets incl. lighting and reflections  

Enjoy the multiplayer experience





Exhibition

The exhibition stand is too small to
stage the new product? No problem
with our solution: We show the
product in its natural environment and 
thus gain authenticity on top.

The world comes to visit. And in the
run-up, we give countries a tool that
sensationally restages their hospitality. 
The application phase becomes an 
interactive trip.

World fairs have always fascinated and 
stood for innovation and allure. And 
that's exactly how world fairs need to
be promoted. Exactly our flight
altitude.

Take-off from your hometown and 
experience distant places: cities and 
countries now have the opportunity to
show themselves in a breathtaking
new way.

World CupExpoDestination Marketing Organisations

Customer and Business Client Experiences



URBAN PLANNING
The SkyRide is not just interesting for tourists, but also for decision makers.

Plan the future by experience the future. 

Virtual conference and group interaction for fast and smart decisions.



INTERACTIVE 
VR EXPLORATION

The worldwide unique solution enables a 
360°fullspherical view without any obstacles like the
drone itself in the image.



THE GATE

In the first narrative the player becomes part of
an exploration-team of DESY scientists and has
the exciting mission to decode the wonder of
the universe.

After the player entered his spacesuite the
player moves into the particle accelerator to
activate “The Gate”, a portal to the beginning of
everything.

The Gate - Trailer



Hannover Fair Senators, the 2nd mayor of Hamburg and the CTO of 
DESY presenting the TheGate at the Hamburg boost.



SUISTANABILITY

Spherie is going to speed up the

digitalisation of the reality and is going to

help to make smarter descision by using

digital twins.

It will help to understand the world better to

optimise traffic and logistic streams, to plan 

more suistanable cities, to virtual visit places

and train and inspect remote for safer work

conditions.



Thank You!
Spherie Online

SpiceVR Online

SpiceVR / Spherie

Am Sandtorkai 27-28 
20457 Hamburg 

spicevr@vrbusiness.club


